Julie's In The Drug Squad

According to the Christian Science Monitor (4 Sept/80,p.8), the DEA has obtained hits teams to nail clandestine drug-making labs in a number of cities including N.Y., Chicago, Houston, Atlanta, and Boston. All you need now are sources, so that you can buy hot precursors for an easy bust for the punks... or else you could just buy your own. The methyl analog of fentanyl, sold as China White Heroin, and N-ethylamphetamine, sub'inqg for the N-methyl, are offered'flagyged'chems. and turned in customers.

Anyone interested in either buying or selling anything should write me c/o TAP. Since the 'Better Living Thru Chem.' article, 2 new legal analogues have hit the streets (though they'll soon be illegal, of course): the methyl analog of fentanyl, sold as China White Heroin, and N-ethylamphetamine, sub'inqg for the N-methyl, are offered'flagyged'chems. and turned in customers.

...and a lot of info that wide-spread distr'n would negat curious will rate an easy bust for the narcs; always make sure your equipment and chems. go through a no. of trusted (and separate) hands before you cook. Also, let the chems. 'cool off' for a month or 2 (or longer), move around a lot and be prepared to start dating your lawyer.

Feedback Yeah, how about some? It'd be nice for me to have some questions, as well as being a calculator. So you can carry it around without being conspicuous.

Right now it's just on the drawing board but here's what I have so far. The box will be designed around the NSCG800 microprocessor from National Semicon. This is a new CKOS (low power), processor which will run 2.8 MHz instructions. It's really nice, as I can develop the software on my TRS-80. National also has a new CKOS version of the 2716 EPROM. That's what the program will be stored on, assuming that it draws enough current. I'm waiting for National to send me prices and specs now.

Underground Physicist's Corner 'The Secret That Exploded' (Random House, $16) is the story of the automated fusion project at Sandia National Labs. The protagonist is currently a federal fugitive facing 40 years hard time for his impertinence, and not enough technical detail. The results will be averaged together and output to the D/A approach. A table of values will be stored either on a port can be toggled to different frequencies or B resistors can be attached to an output port to create a D/A converter. This would give you a sine wave output.

The audio output can be achieved in two ways. Either two output bits on a port can be toggled to different frequencies or 8 resistors can be attached to an output port to create a D/A converter. This would give you a sine wave output.

Either two output bits on a port can be toggled to different frequencies or 8 resistors can be attached to an output port to create a D/A converter. This would give you a sine wave output.

The sound generation will probably be done using the D/A approach. A table of values will be stored in PROM (memory, i.e. the 27C16) to approximate a sine wave. The pointers will be indexed through the table at different rates for the different frequencies. The results will be averaged together and output to the DAC. This will be output (probably through a 7400) to the battery charger inputs to block the DC from flowing into the output. This method can be used to produce any tones needed so that special combinations or single frequency tones can be produced using the same method.

The sound generation will probably be done using the D/A approach. A table of values will be stored in PROM (memory, i.e. the 27C16) to approximate a sine wave. The pointers will be indexed through the table at different rates for the different frequencies. The results will be averaged together and output to the DAC. This will be output (probably through a 7400) to the battery charger inputs to block the DC from flowing into the output. This method can be used to produce any tones needed so that special combinations or single frequency tones can be produced using the same method.

Development can be done on the TRS-80. I plan to design and build a shared memory board so the software can be developed on the TRS-80, loaded into the shared memory and the NSCG800 system can be run off of the same memory.

That's all I have so far. If you have any questions, comments or stories to TAP and don't pass them on to me. Stay high and stay happy.
This is the beginning of a new column here at TAP. I will do my damndest to answer reader en-
quires on any and every subject that TAP has ever dealt with. I'll also report on various tech-
ology research findings, developments, and hallucinations as they occur.
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The "monitoring" (wiretapping) of an individual's telephone line without their consent, or without a court order is a violation of the First and Fourth Amendments and punishable by imprisonment for five years, a $10,000 fine, or both.

The right of all citizens to connect with the Liberty Paxton College and the place is like a concentration camp. He rent-a-roll, 1983, countrywestern, or folk music. Guys must wear their hair above their ears and above their collars. Dress code more intense than many military academies. Strict authority and no student input into decision making. No smoking, drinking or drug use.

I have written a letter consisting of 'spiritual re-education', so it starts with "The right of all "Aisconnect digit" which disconnects him from the line being monitored, and disconnects him from the monitored line and must be dialed again.

Any device that can be used. It consists of "spiritual re-education..."

Also: if you're in the right areas using computers for coin-collecting stuff such as operators, information operators etc. and how to use them.

I have written a letter consisting of 'spiritual re-education', so it starts with "The right of all "Aisconnect digit" which disconnects him from the line being monitored, and disconnects him from the monitored line and must be dialed again.

1. Use BEROBS to tap phones, and be sure to dial the number correctly. If the code is entered within five or six seconds, the BEROBS will disconnect, and must be dialed again. If the code is properly entered, then the code will be heard. The BEROBS will then connect and allow the device to reset and be ready for another caller.

2. If any reader should discover a REAKOd during the next month, please contact me at THE SERVICE MONITOR MODE.

3. REAKOd can only be used on a level line. "As the monitored party dials the digits to turn on the listener will hear the device being dialled, turn the conversation off, and disconnect the monitored line..."

4. The BEROBS works as follows: Dial the number of a BEROBS unit, you will hear the information exchange. If you were to be caught using BEROBS to tap phones, you would be caught.

The "monitoring" (wiretapping) of an individual's telephone line without their consent, or without a court order is a violation of the First and Fourth Amendments and punishable by imprisonment for five years, a $10,000 fine, or both.
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LIFE EXTENSION: SOD, super-oxide dismutase. A natural enzyme that eliminates free oxygen radicals. Available over-the-counter at many health food stores. May increase lifespan by one third.

OTC: Alpha-ethyl-tryptamine (AET) is a relative of the drug DMT and is also psychotropic. A speed like effect was reported at 75mg, a trip at 150mg, and a three day bummer was experienced by the jerk who took a gram dose. AET is available over-the-counter or by mail from chemical supply houses, and it's legal and inexpensive.

UNTESTED: Intravenous self-administration of nonfensive in rats—implications for abuse potential in humans. Reported that CNS stimulation is similar to cocaine. (Science, Vol. 212, 6/81, p. 1167.)

CUT: "The ideal coke cutter, in terms of smooth health, is a little-used, esoteric and nearly indetectable fine-powder version of silica oxide, which is, incidentally, a popular homeopathic remedy for nasal irritation." (OUI, August 1980, page 15—Dr. Hip.)


MARKET PRICES: Since the precursor phenyl-2-propanone became a Title 21 controlled substance over a year ago, the price has skyrocketed up to $1000 or more a liter. Because of the high price and general unavailability, home production is thriving. Also, let the buyer beware because cases are turning up in the law literature where the DEA is selling P-2-P to find clandestine drug manufacturers. The usual synthesis of the ketone is the Magidson and Garkusha method, Chem Abstracts, vol. 35, page 5868, para. 5. Chem Abs are found at better college libraries.

BETTER TO RENT: A Falls Township, PA, man was arrested with 7 lbs. of methamphetamine. Federal Agents confiscated the house and the surrounding 35 acres. An agent at the Philadelphia DEA office of the DEA said they seized the farmhouse and property as a new approach to drug enforcement in which the government seizes assets it believes were acquired through illegal sales of drugs. (Courier Times, PA, reported by Patricia Wandling, Staff Writer.)

Chicago Jewelry Store Is Looted of $1 Million

CHICAGO — A burglar using sophisticated tools took an estimated $1 million in jewelry and $30,000 in cash today from a North Side jewelry store, police and store officials said. The burglars cut through steel window bars with powerful cutting torches inside the store. They used the torches to open three vaults.

Government Attacks First Amendment Rights

THERE has been a great deal of controversy in recent years about the proper development of the neutron bomb, which is designed to be used against people as well as against buildings. Meanwhile, the San Francisco Ecology Center has offered a $50,000 reward to the first person who creates the prototype of the neutron bomb—a device that would destroy high-rise buildings and freezers but do no harm whatsoever to humans, animals, and plants. The new bomb would cause controversy, the ecology center insists, because it is a slow enough rate to allow people to evacuate safely.

Entries should be sent to:

$50,000 Reward for New Bomb

MA Bell Shows Her Stuff

According to a reliable source, this ad had its phone ringing at 'Fourteen Bell Telephone.' With calls of protest, it seems the telephone was ready and waiting to be answered.

Crusty thieves

PORTLAND, Ore. (TAP) — The burglars were selective. They broke into Margaret Writers' home while she was away. They took a pizza from the refrigerator and ate it, and placed two dirty plates beneath it. And, they told police, they plucked all the leaves from a marijuana plant.

This Christmas, he's giving her some country c'arm.

PUBLIC MONEY IS LIKE HOLY WATER: Everyone Helps Himself — Anonymous

TAP, Room 603, 147 W. 42 St., NY 10036